INTRODUCTION

Welcome to our first Bulletin of 2021, and the first using our new name of Asian Racing Federation Council on Anti-illegal Betting & Related Financial Crime ("the Council"). This reflects the permanence of the group and the continuity of the work of our members to help combat illegal betting in order to protect integrity in horse racing and other sports.

In this edition, Graham Ashton explains why horse racing is ideally placed to help protect sports integrity and prevent organised criminality from infiltrating sport. As a former commissioner of police who established one of the first law enforcement sports integrity units, Graham is well placed to explain why horse racing has matured with the inter-relationship between its product and betting, and led the development of sports anti-corruption measures.

James Porteous, Council Secretary, gives an overview of our new publication, "Good Practices in Addressing Illegal Betting: A Handbook for Horse Racing and Other Sports to Uphold Integrity". All of the members of the Council have collaborated to compile this essential guide to protecting integrity in horse racing and other sports from corruption caused by illegal betting.

Going forward in 2021, we aim to produce more frequent research and to engage more often with our partners in horse racing, other sports, and international organisations. Our work is more essential than ever as we see Asian organised crime groups expanding their illegal betting operations. In the past year there has been a noticeable shift of illegal online betting operations away from the Philippines and Cambodia to isolated areas in Karen state in Myanmar. There is a risk of a “new Golden Triangle” of organised crime in the tri-border area of Myanmar, Laos and Thailand. Given that our estimates are that the global illegal betting industry has a higher turnover than the estimates of illegal drug trafficking, the “new Golden Triangle” threatens to channel huge revenue to Asian organised crime groups unless action is taken now.

We welcome input about illegal betting and financial crime affecting horse racing and sports. If you have any comments or feedback please let us know by contacting James Porteous, Council Secretary (james.ak.porteous@hkjc.org.hk).

Martin Purbrick (mtpurbrick@mac.com)
Chairman,
Asian Racing Federation Council on Anti-illegal Betting & Related Financial Crime
January 2021
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WHY HORSE RACING IS IDEALLY PLACED TO HELP OTHER SPORTS PROTECT INTEGRITY – AND 3 KEY PRINCIPLES TO HELP ACHIEVE THIS

Graham Ashton AM
Member of the Asian Racing Federation Council on Anti-illegal Betting & Related Financial Crime

As a now former Police Commissioner in Victoria, Australia with a long history of interest in sports integrity and preventing organised criminality from infiltrating sport, I keenly accepted an invitation to join the Council on Anti-illegal Betting & Related Financial Crime. I have engaged with the Asian Racing Federation and in particular the Council in previous years and came to regard them as being in a strong position to influence not only racing, but also other sports, to provide rigorous anti-corruption mechanisms.

One of the reasons I have this confidence is the maturity of the racing industry and its integrity structures. The racing industry and its governing bodies have long been at the forefront of understanding the inter-relationship between its product and betting. Globally, racing has been at the forefront of developing anti-corruption measures and has in many cases learned important lessons from past intrusions into its sport. In my view, the Council is well placed to provide leadership and guidance to other sports as they experience an ever-increasing interest from bettors in their sports.

Here in Victoria, Australia, we have seen this and the Victorian racing industry has been a prominent participant in a range of industry forums and conversations on these issues. It has been publicly transparent in its dealings with its own integrity matters and has been an active contributor to Australia’s national Wood Review on sports integrity. As further demonstration of its leadership, it has partnered with the Australian Football League in developing a model to address one of the key weaknesses that currently exists: the delay in viewing transaction-level betting data.

The ‘Transaction Level Monitoring System’ (TMS) has been designed to address this delay and means that sports integrity officers will have access to transaction-level betting data in near real time. The system was scoped with input from the wagering providers and means that regulators are provided with a rich, contemporaneous data source to enable action. This is not a criticism of local wagering providers, just an observation of the situation as it stands.

Indeed, the Australian wagering providers could be considered world leading in their response to sports industry needs. The details of the TMS were provided to the Wood Review as part of the recommendation to reform the Australian Sports Wagering Scheme with endorsement from various Racing jurisdictions1 showing the strong desire for this reform. It is hoped that a national scheme of this type can be developed in the near future that has independence at its core. This will ensure confidence for both sporting bodies and the wagering providers who under a government scheme would be compelled to comply.

1 Racing jurisdictions included: Harness Racing Victoria, Greyhound Racing Victoria, Office of the Racing Integrity Commissioner, Queensland Racing Integrity Commission, Victoria Racing Integrity Board.
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The Council encourages nations to deal rigorously with illegal betting providers, which pay no funds back into the sports community and provide no gaming intelligence to sports integrity operators. The Council will use the experience obtained by the racing industry to provide evidence to governments globally of the need for effective regulation of the wagering sector to protect sports and society from illegal betting, without over-regulating responsible wagering providers. The racing industry, through the Council, is well placed to do that and this has been further strengthened recently by the admission of INTERPOL to the Council in Claudio Marinelli, project manager of INTERPOL’s Match-Fixing Task Force in Lyon, France. This brings international law enforcement to the table in seeking to ensure that criminal intelligence is informed by racing and other sports, and also that the industry is up to date on the emerging threats to racing and other sports from organised crime.

**Three key principles to protect sport from corruption**

As the Council becomes more prominent in advocating for sensible regulation of sports wagering globally, I believe it must encourage observance of some important core principles:

In regard to the threats faced by sports from corruption we must observe a “touch one, touch all” approach. That means that confidence in all sport integrity is impacted when one sport is affected by corruption. Governments globally must be conscious that organised crime will seek out and exploit weaknesses to ply its trade. It can adapt to regulation, but thrives where there is a lack of regulation. Its impact can devastate government, business and community confidence in sport. It is therefore important that we seek to support integrity resilience in all sports.

Governments can play a key role by developing whole-of-sport engagement and learning opportunities and build anti-corruption initiatives that can be accessed by all sports. They can take learnings and experience from mature sports such as racing and make them available to all sports, particularly smaller emerging sports that garner wagering interest in their second-tier products. For these initiatives to be effective, government will require legislative reform to galvanise sports and wagering companies to provide a unified response to sport integrity threats. This is what the Wood Review has sought to achieve in Australia, and while racing was out of scope of that review, I am sure Justice Wood was keen to ensure the experience of racing would be brought to the table in any future national governance model.

The second principle is the implementation of standard, model legislation relating to match fixing and manipulation on an international basis. In addition, sports must have strong regulatory frameworks and information-sharing arrangements that allow collaboration with Law Enforcement and government agencies. I believe we are gaining momentum on this issue with 31 jurisdictions current signatories to the Macolin Convention which commenced almost a year ago. This is focused on the international rule of law to address the manipulation of sports. To date, though, many countries have yet to ratify those signatures. The Council will strongly encourage countries to take an interest in this convention and its potential benefits in raising the overall level and quality of sport anti-corruption legislation so that weaknesses are minimised.

The third principle in my view is the need for real-time transaction level betting data to be provided to sporting bodies. This allows for sport-specific intelligence to be overlayed against transactional data in real time to allow sporting bodies to prevent event manipulation as it occurs rather than respond after
the event. This function can be best achieved if it is auspiced by an independent body or bodies that receive advice from both the wagering and sports sectors and has their confidence.

As a new member of the Council I am committed to the aim of preventing criminality from influencing and impairing sports and want to work to ensure that all those that participate in sports globally, and those that passionately support it, have confidence that it is free from the blight of corruption.
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GOOD PRACTICES IN ADDRESSING ILLEGAL BETTING: A HANDBOOK FOR HORSE RACING AND OTHER SPORTS TO UPHOLD INTEGRITY

The Asian Racing Federation Council on Anti-illegal Betting & Related Financial Crime is delighted to begin 2021 with the launch of a valuable, action-focused piece of research: "Good Practices in Addressing Illegal Betting: A Handbook for Horse Racing and Other Sports to Uphold Integrity".

The Handbook aims to (1) highlight the risks to the integrity of racing and other sports from illegal betting-related sports corruption, and (2) provide practical guidance to administrators and other key stakeholders to mitigate against and combat such corruption. It has been written by the Council members, a group of experts from horse racing and sports integrity management, law enforcement, sports law, and international government relations.

Racing, which has co-existed alongside the betting industry for centuries, is ideally placed to share its understanding and experience of such matters with other sports. Similarly, members of the Council represent organisations with deep insight and expertise in sports corruption and the associated negative impacts of illegal betting, and who are deeply committed to upholding the integrity of horse racing and other sports.

A digital launch of the Handbook will take place via Zoom webinar on 21 January 2020 and is open to all, by registering at this [LINK].

Handbook content

The Handbook presents 40 Good Practices which racing and other sports organisations are invited to examine for application within their own jurisdictions and organisations. Readers of the Handbook will find the following content and associated good practices which have proven successful in several jurisdictions:

Chapter 1 and 2 provide an overview of illegal betting and its negative impacts, to define and raise awareness of the problem both for internal decision-makers and staff within the racing or sports organisation, and for the organisation’s key external stakeholders.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of how the monitoring and analysis of betting markets is conducted by three leading experts from the Hong Kong Jockey Club, Racing Victoria and the British Horseracing Association. Although these organisations differ widely both in their betting regulatory landscape and their racing structure, key commonalities are identified within this section of the report.

Chapter 4 builds on expertise from the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission about how to gather intelligence about illegal betting operations in your particular jurisdiction in order to educate key decision-makers within the organisation, mitigate risk and understand present and emerging threats.

Chapter 5 is built on the extensive real-life experience of Council members with backgrounds in law enforcement who have conducted many successful sports integrity investigations. It lays out essential
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ground rules for conducting any such investigation, particularly as they pertain to integrity threats caused by illegal betting, and how to engage with external law enforcement organisations.

Chapter 6 is built on successful stakeholder engagement models employed particularly in Hong Kong and Australia to help readers identify what bodies outside their organisation can help them to combat illegal betting, and how to successfully get these stakeholders interested in the issue.

Finally, Chapter 7 highlights some potential future threats in the space which the Council is examining, such as the growth of cryptocurrencies in illegal betting.

The Handbook also contains several case studies from stakeholders such as INTERPOL, and a literature review of the key sports integrity and illegal betting studies which exist to aid future research on the subject.

It is hoped the Handbook can be a valuable addition to the integrity toolkit of every sports organisation, and a useful platform when engaging with external stakeholders such as other sports administrators, betting regulators, government policy makers, academia, the media and international organisations with an interest in sports corruption / illegal betting and associated financial crime.

Illegal betting is a transnational issue that cannot be tackled by any one organisation or individual sport within a country or jurisdiction – it requires a comprehensive approach encompassing multi-stakeholder engagement – and it is hoped the Handbook can assist the global sports community in this regard.

Please visit HERE to sign up the ARF Handbook Launch Webinar.
ILLEGAL BETTING AND RELATED FINANCIAL CRIME NEWS

October

MACAU – Macau casinos might be fertile ground for digital yuan

China is introducing its own digital currency, which may replace the use of the Hong Kong dollar in Macau’s casinos. This could be a blow to junket operators who believe that the introduction of digital yuan will seriously impact their business. This is because a key role played by junkets is provision of credit to evade Mainland China’s capital restrictions. Increased government visibility into fund flows via digital yuan versus cash will also likely deter those who intend to use junket transfers and VIP gambling rooms to launder the proceeds of crime / corruption.

MALAYSIA – Malaysia government loses USD 750m revenue a year from illegal gaming syndicates

Malaysia is facing a growing problem with illegally run gambling syndicates that cut into the market share of legal operators. As a result, it is estimated that the Malaysian government is missing out on the equivalent of USD 750 million in tax revenue per year. The illegal gambling organisers lure customers with cash prizes bigger than those of their legal competitors and other measures. As the illegal syndicates avoid paying taxes, their profits exceed those of legal gaming operators. A key problem in moving against these activities is that the Malaysian government has so far in general only been able to arrest low-level employees of these syndicates but not the leaders who coordinate the illegal activities.

November

AUSTRALIA – Crown says it won’t deal with unlicensed junket operators

Australia’s Crown Resorts casino group said it will no longer deal with junket operators after facing intense criticism in a public inquiry for its relationships with Asian junkets alleged to be linked to organised crime. Crown’s chairman admitted that the casino group facilitated money laundering in its junket-run private VIP rooms, but insisted this was due to “ineptitude” rather than “turning a blind eye”. The inquiry is ongoing.

CHINA – How China’s e-commerce giants enable illegal online gambling

Chinese law enforcement has been carrying out large-scale arrests as part of an investigation against illegal online betting schemes that made use of well-known Chinese e-commerce and delivery companies. Implicating some of China’s most well-known internet and delivery service companies, such as Baidu, Pinduoduo or ZTO Express, the investigation traced the use of e-commerce and delivery services for the transfer of illegal betting funds, the marketing of illegal betting platforms and other purposes related to illegal betting. By September 2020, over 60,000 people had been arrested. Police have alleged that several delivery companies have been accused of intentionally fabricating fake delivery records to facilitate activities by illegal betting platforms.
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HONG KONG – **22 Hongkongers arrested in crackdown on city’s first fintech bookmaking and money-laundering racket**

The Hong Kong Police force arrested 22 individuals and seized HKD 10 million in cash and assets from an illegal betting syndicate that took payments from customers using the interbank Faster Payment System and other digital payment methods. The group had been active since May 2020 and received more than HKD 500 million in bets on illegal casino, football and horse racing. Police said this was the first illegal bookmaking operation they had discovered using new fintech in this manner. While the Police believes that it managed to arrest several core members of the group responsible for these actions, the investigation is ongoing and might lead to more arrests.

TAIWAN – **Taiwan nails fugitive online gambling kingpin after months on the run**

Taiwan police arrested a billionaire fugitive CHUANG Chou Wen, on suspicion of illegal gambling, money laundering and involvement in organised crime. CHUANG was chairman of Taichung-based Xin Li Wang Intl Holding Group, and has been granted honorary titles in Cambodia, Indonesia and Malaysia for investments in local development projects. CHUANG's gambling and money laundering operation is believed to have handled over CNY 1 billion (USD 151.3 million) from bettors in Taiwan and mainland China. In recent years, Taiwan has developed a reputation as a base for online betting network services, including software development, tech support, payment processing and customer relations management.

December

CHINA – **How Illegal Online Gambling Launderers USD153 Billion from China**

The equivalent of CNY 1 trillion (USD 153 billion) is being laundered every year by Chinese citizens with the aid of illegal online betting, cryptocurrencies and sophisticated payment disguises. A Chinese law enforcement drive called “Card Breaking Campaign” described how criminal syndicates take advantage of the high adoption of mobile payments in China to facilitate this, recruiting vast numbers of poor people in rural areas and using their financial credentials and third-party payment apps (WeChat Pay, AliPay) to move money and hide transactions. Illegal betting operators use this so-called “points running” or “fourth-party-payments” – disguising illegal betting payments by adding an extra intermediary to the third-party payment platform – to accept customer deposits and are increasingly using the cryptocurrency Tether to move profits.

MACAU – **Macau Police Raided Illegal Online Gambling Ring, Arrested 4**

In December 2020, Macau’s police arrested four people for alleged involvement in running cross-border casinos in Southeast Asia and maintaining illegal online betting websites, believed to have generated profits of at least MOP 100 million (USD 12.5 million). The raid on the illicit websites is the latest in a series of police efforts to crackdown on illegal gambling in Macau. As of November 2020, 125 websites linked to illicit gambling or fraud have been identified. However, the local police was able to act against only 97 websites as the rest were hosted overseas and beyond the reach of Macau authorities.

Myanmar – **Backer of Myanmar casino city sanctioned by U.S.**
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WAN Kuok Koi, a.k.a. Broken Tooth, a key investor of a Myanmar casino and blockchain project said to be a front for illegal betting and money laundering, was sanctioned by the U.S. Treasury Department because of his engagement in bribery and corruption and as a leader of the 14K triad society, which is one of the largest organised crime groups in the world involved in illegal betting and other unlawful activities. Three related bodies to WAN were sanctioned as well, one of which the Hong Kong registered Dongmei Group, the main supporter of the Saixigang Industrial Zone, a controversial new major gambling centre in Myanmar’s Karen state.

CHINA — Amendment to China’s criminal law targeting cross-border gambling to include 5 to 10 year jail term

The Standing Committee of China’s National People’s Congress (NPC) has passed a new law aiming to combat “cross-border gambling”. This term covers both land-based gambling in overseas casinos and illegal betting websites hosted outside of China, both of which solicit Chinese citizens to gamble. The objective of the new law is to contain massive capital outflows and punish and deter foreign casinos that are causing serious damage to the nation’s image and economic security. The penalty of the proposed law is similar to that of the crime of opening casinos in China. Guilty parties will be fined and subjected to 5-10 years of imprisonment. The new law will likely to be passed at the NPC’s annual meeting in March 2021.
The Asian Racing Federation Council on Anti-illegal Betting & Related Financial Crime

The Asian Racing Federation is a regional federation comprising 28 racing authorities and racing-related organisations, with a wide geographic spread from New Zealand to South Africa. Among its core objectives is the promotion of integrity in the sport of horse racing. The Asian Racing Federation Anti-Illlegal Betting Taskforce was established in 2017 and now comprises 14 members from organisations engaged in horse racing and sports integrity, law enforcement, the UNODC, and academia.

In October 2020, the task force was renamed as the Asian Racing Federation Council on Anti-illegal Betting and Related Financial Crime, whose purpose is to foster and enhance international cooperation among horse racing operators, regulators, intergovernmental organisations and government agencies in order to better combat the threat of illegal betting and other financial crimes to horse racing integrity in particular, and sport in general.

The bulletins are to advise stakeholders about the latest developments in illegal betting and financial crime threatening horse racing and other sports. Each bulletin will contain a brief overview of key issues from this area and analysis of its implication for regulators, sports governing bodies and other stakeholders.

**Asian Racing Federation Council on Anti-illegal Betting & Related Financial Crime members:**

- **Martin Purbrick** (Chairman), former Director of Security & Integrity, Hong Kong Jockey Club
- **Douglas Robinson** (Deputy Chairman), Hong Kong Jockey Club
- **James Porteous** (Secretary), Hong Kong Jockey Club
- **Jack Anderson** Melbourne University
- **Graham Ashton** Former Chief Commissioner, Victoria Police
- **Tom Chignell** Hong Kong Jockey Club
- **Brant Dunshea** British Horseracing Authority
- **Neil Grimstone** New Zealand Racing Integrity Unit
- **Claudio Marinelli** INTERPOL
- **Tim Robinson** Racing Victoria
- **Tak Sung Hyun** Korean Racing Authority
- **James Ogilvy** Asian Racing Federation
- **Ronan O’Laoire** United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
- **Damian Voltz** Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission
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